Seasonal Occurrence, Horizontal Movements, and Habitat Use Patterns of Whale Sharks (*Rhincodon typus*) in the Gulf of Mexico
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In the northern Gulf of Mexico (GOM), whale sharks (*Rhincodon typus*) form large aggregations at continental shelf-edge banks during summer; however, knowledge of movements once they leave aggregation sites is limited. Here we report on the seasonal occurrence of whale sharks in the northern GOM based on over 800 whale shark sightings from 1989 to 2016, as well as the movements of 42 whale sharks tagged with satellite-linked and popup satellite archival transmitting tags from 2008 to 2015. Sightings data were most numerous during summer and fall often with aggregations of individuals reported along the continental shelf break. Most sharks (66%) were tagged during this time at Ewing Bank, a known aggregation site off the coast of Louisiana. Whale shark track duration ranged from three to 366 days and all tagged individuals, which ranged from 4.5 to 12.0 m in total length, remained within the GOM. Sightings data revealed that whale sharks occurred primarily in continental shelf and shelf-edge waters (81%) whereas tag data revealed the sharks primarily inhabited continental slope and open ocean waters (91%) of the GOM. Much of their time spent in open ocean waters was associated with the edge of the Loop Current and associated mesoscale eddies. During cooler months, there was a net movement southward, corresponding with the time of reduced sighting reports. Several sharks migrated to the southwest GOM during fall and winter, suggesting this region could be important overwintering habitat and possibly represents another seasonal aggregation site. The three long-term tracked whale sharks exhibited interannual site fidelity, returning one year later to the vicinity where they were originally tagged. The increased habitat use of north central GOM waters by whale sharks as summer foraging grounds and potential interannual site fidelity to Ewing Bank demonstrate the importance of this region for this species.
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INTRODUCTION

Our understanding of the ecology of large marine vertebrates has increased significantly in recent years due to advances in bio-logging technology to study their movements, behavior, physiology and habitat preferences (Hart and Hyrenbach, 2009; Jaine et al., 2014; Chmura et al., 2018; Whitford and Klimley, 2019). Highly migratory fishes, such as pelagic sharks, have been particularly difficult to study due to the complexity of their ecology and the concealing nature and remoteness of their environment. Satellite transmitters have successfully been used to track movements of pelagic sharks across ocean basins and has become a common tool for researchers (Hammerschlag et al., 2011; Hussey et al., 2015). Moreover, this technology has been widely used to monitor habitat use patterns (Hussey et al., 2015), as well as address inter-disciplinary ecological and resource management questions involving foraging ecology (Papastamatiou et al., 2010; Hammerschlag et al., 2011; Jaine et al., 2014), migratory behavior (Lea et al., 2015; Doherty et al., 2017a; Skomal et al., 2017) and overlap in species distribution and fishery exploitation areas (Graham et al., 2016; Queiroz et al., 2016; Calich et al., 2018).

The whale shark, *Rhincodon typus* (Smith, 1828), is a large-bodied, filter feeding species with a circumglobal distribution in warm temperate and tropical marine waters (Compagno, 2001; Jaffa and Taher, 2007). Although whale sharks are known to use the entire water column, from the surface down to over 2000 m (Tyminski et al., 2015), they are thought to spend most of their time in the top 100 m (Wilson et al., 2006; Rowat and Gore, 2007; Tyminski et al., 2015). This primarily epipelagic behavior has allowed for observations by commercial mariners, offshore industry employees, and recreational boaters providing much of the occurrence and distribution data for whale sharks worldwide (Gudger, 1918, 1934; Bigelow and Schroeder, 1948; Baughman and Springer, 1950; Breuer, 1954); however, more recent studies have documented aggregations (Graham and Roberts, 2007; de la Parra Venegas et al., 2011; Fox et al., 2013; Cárdenas-Palomino et al., 2014) and connectivity between the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) and Caribbean Sea (Huerter et al., 2013; McKinney et al., 2017; Norman et al., 2017a; Rooker et al., 2019). McKinney et al. (2017) utilizing photo-identification to document whale shark connectivity in the western central Atlantic Ocean, and reported movements between Honduras, Belize, and Mexico with limited connectivity between these regions and the northern GOM. In the largest whale shark satellite tagging study to date in the Atlantic Ocean, Huerter et al. (2013) deployed 35 satellite tags on sharks off the Yucatan Peninsula and documented movement into the northern GOM, the Caribbean Sea, and one shark moving into the South Atlantic Ocean. Additional tagging studies in this region should help to further define whale shark movement patterns and connectivity to other regions.

Several molecular studies have revealed that whale sharks form a single global population, however, there is evidence suggesting the Atlantic Ocean population is genetically different from the Indo-Pacific Ocean populations (Castro et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 2009; Vignaud et al., 2014). Early whale shark reports from the western Atlantic Ocean primarily focused on their occurrence (Gudger, 1918, 1934; Bigelow and Schroeder, 1948; Baughman and Springer, 1950; Breuer, 1954); however, more recent studies have documented aggregations (Graham and Roberts, 2007; de la Parra Venegas et al., 2011; Fox et al., 2013; Cárdenas-Palomino et al., 2014) and connectivity between the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) and Caribbean Sea (Huerter et al., 2013; McKinney et al., 2017; Norman et al., 2017a; Rooker et al., 2019). McKinney et al. (2017) utilizing photo-identification to document whale shark connectivity in the western central Atlantic Ocean, and reported movements between Honduras, Belize, and Mexico with limited connectivity between these regions and the northern GOM. In the largest whale shark satellite tagging study to date in the Atlantic Ocean, Huerter et al. (2013) deployed 35 satellite tags on sharks off the Yucatan Peninsula and documented movement into the northern GOM, the Caribbean Sea, and one shark moving into the South Atlantic Ocean. Additional tagging studies in this region should help to further define whale shark movement patterns and connectivity to other regions.

Unlike other locations throughout the world, the northern GOM is one of the few areas where whale sharks rarely occur in coastal waters, but rather form aggregations along the continental shelf edge (Hoffman et al., 2005, 2007; Burks et al., 2006; McKinney et al., 2012, 2017). The nearly exclusive pelagic nature of whale sharks in this region has made it difficult to gather information on their occurrence, and much of the existing information was collected opportunistically (Springer, 1957; Hoffman et al., 1981; Hoffman et al., 2005). Beginning in 2003, researchers at The University of Southern Mississippi developed the Northern Gulf of Mexico Whale Shark Sightings Survey (NGWSSS) to gain a better understanding of whale shark occurrence and distribution patterns in the northern
GOM (Hoffmayer et al., 2005). This effort has resulted in the long-term monitoring of a predictable, seasonal whale shark aggregation site in the GOM, which facilitated the deployment of satellite tags to track their movements. This study combines multiple tag technologies along with sightings data to further elucidate whale shark movements and habitat use patterns in the GOM.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Whale Shark Sightings Data**

Details of whale shark sightings reported (2003–2016) to the NGWSSS were obtained from research trips, aerial surveys, recreational and commercial fishers, recreational divers, and various sources within the oil and gas industry (e.g., platform personnel, helicopter pilots) (Hoffmayer et al., 2005). Information requested from individuals who encountered whale sharks included date, location, direction and distance from a coastal landmark, or identifier number of specific offshore petroleum platforms, number of individuals, estimated total length (TL) of observed sharks, and observed behavior (e.g., swimming, feeding). Follow-up emails and phone calls were conducted to determine the validity of the reports and to request video and photos. Additional sightings data from National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) aerial surveys (1989–1998; n = 81 sightings) and the Wildbook for Whale Shark Photo-Identification Database from the northern GOM (area 2e; 1999–2016; n = 104) were included. Since the majority of the sightings had no associated effort data, we utilized these data as presence only.

All sightings data were combined and plotted in Quantum GIS 2.18 (QGIS Developmental Team 2016) using the global WGS 1984 PDC Mercator projection to investigate seasonal patterns of occurrence and distribution. Seasons were defined using the meteorological definition as spring (March–May), summer (June–August), fall (September–November), and winter (December–February). Seasonal utilization distributions (UDs) were calculated using a fixed kernel density estimator, which was weighted based on the number of sharks reported at each encounter, and analyses were conducted using the KS package (Duong, 2007) in R statistical software (R Core Team, 2016). Total usage space (95%), representing the entire activity space (Burt, 1943), and core usage (50%), representing concentrated use (Worton, 1989), were calculated from the UDs. Any duplication of a single sighting event (i.e., more than one report of the same shark at the same place and time) was removed from the dataset so that the weighing reflected the number of individuals during a sighting event and was not impacted by the number of people observing the sharks.

**Satellite Tagging**

Satellite tags were opportunistically deployed on whale sharks from 2008 to 2014 in the northern GOM (Hoffmayer et al., 2005). This primary site for tag deployment was Ewing Bank, a topographic feature ∼130 km south of Cocodrie, Louisiana (Figure 1). A spotter plane provided aerial support for the at-sea research team by covering a 52 km² radius around the targeted search area. Divers and vessel crew estimated the total length (TL) of the individual whale sharks to the nearest 0.5 m and sex was determined visually by the presence or absence of claspers. Satellite tags tethered to a titanium anchor dart (64 mm long × 16 mm wide × 1 mm thick) were implanted at the base of the dorsal fin using a 2-m pole spear (Ray Odor, Lutz, FL, United States) with a modified tagging tip. A rubber stopper was used on the tagging tip to ensure the tag anchor would not penetrate the skin deeper than 10 cm. The GPS location and time of tag deployment were recorded.

Two different satellite tag types were deployed in this study: satellite-linked towable Smart Position and Temperature Transmitting (SPT; model SPOT-253, Wildlife Computers, Inc.) and popup satellite archival transmitting (PSAT; model X-Tag, Microwave Telemetry, Inc.; model MK10-PAT, Wildlife Computers, Inc.) tags. A Wildlife Computers, Inc. titanium anchor dart was used with each tag type, however, the tether setup was different for each tag type. We used a 1.5 m of 1.9 mm braided Honeywell Spectra fiber line tied to the tag and the titanium dart using a Palomar knot that was sealed with Krazy Glue instant adhesive (High Point, NC, United States). For the PAT tags, a 15 cm segment of heat shrink-wrapped (3.2 mm Ancor Marine grade heat shrink tubing, Marinco, Menomonee Falls, WI, United States) 1.8 mm monofilament line (136 kg test extra hard Hi-Catch Momoi Fishing Net, Mfg. Co., Ltd., Ako City, Hyogo prefecture, Japan) was attached to the tag and the anchor using stainless steel sleeves (168-2-VB4, Nicopress Products, Cleveland, OH, United States). In addition, the Wildlife Computers, Inc. RD1800 release device was attached to the MK10-PAT tags to sever the monofilament if the whale shark swam below 1800 m depth to prevent the tag from being crushed at extreme depth. The PSATs were attached with a 15 cm length of 2.0 mm 7 × 7 stainless steel cable/1.8 mm monofilament line connected with a stainless steel sleeve and coated in 3.2 mm heat shrink tubing. The monofilament end of the tag and the stainless steel cable was affixed to the titanium anchor using Nicopress stainless steel sleeves. On the PSAT tags, a constant pressure release mechanism was enabled to trigger tag detachment from sharks if depth variations <2 m were maintained for a period of 96 h. All tags were painted with antifouling paint; the X-Tags were treated by the manufacturer, while the MK10-PAT and SPT tags were painted with gray transducer paint (Pettit Marine Paint, Kop-Coat Marine Group, Rockaway, NJ, United States) to deter growth of epibionts and to minimize attempted predation on the tag (Robinson et al., 2017). For analysis, sharks were separated by sex and categorized immature (<8.0 m TL) or mature (>8.0 m TL) following Norman and Stevens (2007).
FIGURE 1 | Map of the Gulf of Mexico study area.

Geolocation and Behavior Estimation
PSAT Tags
We used a hidden Markov model (HMM), to generate daily location and behavioral state estimates from PSAT data using the R package HMMoce\(^3\), following methods by Braun et al. (2018a; 2018b). The HMM uses a two-step Bayesian state-space approach to estimate the joint probability distribution of location and behavior at each daily point. First, the model estimates daily observation-based location likelihoods generated by matching of \textit{in situ} light-based longitude, sea surface temperature (SST), depth-temperature profiles, and ocean heat content (OHC) data collected from the tags to available time-synoptic oceanographic data. Daily location likelihood surfaces are generated across standard depth levels associated with each oceanographic product, and an overall likelihood is generated by combining the individual profile likelihoods for each depth level. Light-based longitude likelihoods were derived using longitude estimates provided from manufacturer-specific post-processing software (e.g., GPE2 software, Wildlife Computers, Inc.). Daily \textit{in situ} SST estimates were compared to remotely sensed SST from daily, optimally-interpolated SST fields (OI−SST, 0.25° resolution; Reynolds et al., 2007; Banzon et al., 2016) to generate SST likelihoods. Modeled depth-temperature products from the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM, 0.08° resolution; Chassignet et al., 2007) at standard depth levels were compared to daily depth-temperature bins from tag data to estimate depth-temperature likelihoods. While Wildlife Computers tags provided binned temperature and depth data, which could be used in the HMMoce Package directly, temperature and depth time series data provided by Microwave Telemetry tags were first converted to depth-temperature bins using the R package RchivalTag (Bauer et al., 2015). Ocean heat content (OHC) was calculated by integrating the heat content of the water column above the minimum daily temperature recorded by the tag (Luo et al., 2015), and HYCOM fields, and these were used to generate an OHC likelihood. Start and end locations were considered known in all cases and model runs.

Next, the model infers the probability density of daily locations and behaviors by fitting an underlying Brownian movement model to the daily likelihood surfaces. The model allows for switching between two behavioral states, nominally migratory and resident, which are characterized by high and low rates of diffusion, respectively (Braun et al., 2018a). Daily model outputs included a daily location estimate, hereafter referred to as most probable track (MPT) locations, and the probability of a whale

\(^3\)https://github.com/camrinbraun/HMMoce
shark being in the resident behavioral state. Behavioral state probabilities range from 0 to 1, and we considered a whale shark resident when resident behavior probability was ≥0.7, and migratory when resident probability was ≤0.3. Behavioral state was defined as unknown if resident probabilities were between 0.3 and 0.7. Once MPTs were generated, cumulative track distances (km) were calculated using great circle distance (km) between MPT daily locations using the Fields package (Nychka et al., 2015) in R. Daily rates of movement were calculated for each track day by calculating the great circle distance between locations.

Towed SPOT Tags
The towed SPOT tags used standard Doppler-based geolocation to track the position of tagged whale sharks. For a detailed description of location estimate accuracy, see Hearn et al. (2013). Position estimates were filtered using a Douglas Filter applied in Movebank4. This tool is based on a maximum redundant distance (MRD) filter and removes unrealistic locations. The MRD radius was set to 200 km. Although SPOT tags can provide multiple locations per day, a single location was selected for each track day for these tag types to be consistent with data derived from other tag types used in the study. If multiple locations were available in a given track day, the location with the best location class was selected. If more than one location of a similar class was present within a day, the initial location for that class was selected. We attempted to apply a hierarchical behavioral state switching state-space model based on the first-difference correlated random walk model of Jonsen et al. (2005) and Jonsen (2016) to SPOT tag data to reconstruct tracks and identify behavioral states using the bsam package (Jonsen et al., 2020) in R. However, due to low sample size (n < 200 daily locations), short track durations and large temporal gaps between locations, we were not able to get models to converge or to return reasonable model outputs.

Seasonal Distribution and Habitat Use
To make inferences on seasonal distribution of whale sharks in the GOM, the HMM model output was used to generate a seasonal residency distribution (RD) for each PSAT-tagged shark. A RD is conceptually similar to a UD, and represents the expected residence time of an animal within each grid cell over a given time interval based on the posterior distribution of location estimates within that period (Pedersen et al., 2011). Because the models for each animal were fit over the same spatial grid, we integrated RDs for all sharks to develop population-level RDs. The advantage of calculating RDs based on modeled location estimates was that, unlike kernel UD estimates of space use based on MPT locations alone, it implicitly accounts for location uncertainty and correlation to adjacent time periods (Braun et al., 2018b). To illustrate whale shark use of continental shelf (0–200 m), slope (201–2500 m), and open ocean (>2500 m) regions (Wiksten and Packard, 2005) throughout the annual cycle, we extracted the depth from the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) gridded bathymetry data (Gebco Compilation Group, 2020) at each estimated MPT location and at each daily SPOT tag location. We then created monthly kernel density plots of whale shark depth distributions.

Behavioral Analysis
We used results of the HMM to assess how whale shark movement behavior changed seasonally and as a function of water depth. For these analyses we considered days in which the HMM was able to confidently assign a movement state as either resident or migratory. To model seasonal changes in behavior we used logistic regression to model the probability of resident behavior as a function of two harmonic variables that allowed behavior to change in a non-linear fashion;

\[
V_1 = \frac{\sin(2\pi \times m)}{12}
\]

\[
V_2 = \frac{\cos(2\pi \times m)}{12}
\]

where \( m = \) month (1–12; Byrne et al., 2019). To account for individual variation, we included shark ID as a random effect. To evaluate support for seasonal variation we calculated Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) for this model and compared it to AIC of an intercept-only model, which would represent constant behavior. We considered a seasonal change in behavior to be supported if the AIC of the seasonal model was >2 AIC units less than the intercept-only model (Burnham and Anderson, 2002).

We predicted that resident behavior was more likely when whale sharks were in shallow waters associated with the continental shelf and shelf-edge. We assessed the effect of depth on resident behavior using mixed-effects logistic regression, with water depth included as a fixed effect and whale shark ID as a random effect to account for individual variation. We used a multiple imputation approach to account for location uncertainty in whale shark daily locations. To accomplish this, we sampled 50 locations (with replacement) from the daily RD of each shark, and extracted the depth at each sampled location. This provided us with 50 data sets of whale shark depth and behavior, where each data set represented a different realization of whale shark daily locations pulled from the probability distribution of a shark’s daily location as determined by the HMM. We applied the mixed-effects logistic regression model to each of the 50 imputed data sets and pooled results across models using functions in the mice package (van Buuren and Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2011) in R. We examined the pooled fixed-effects parameter estimates and considered depth to have a significant effect on behavior if the 95% confidence interval for the estimated effect of depth did not cross 0. Because of the large depth range used by whale sharks, we rescaled depth by dividing all values by 100 to assure model convergence.

Association With Oceanographic Features
Since many whale sharks used open ocean waters of the GOM, we used plots of remotely sensed sea surface height (SSH) to potentially identify localized productivity features such as currents, fronts, and eddies. Whale shark track locations

4https://www.movebank.org
were overlaid onto maps of SSH during July, September, and October 2014, and February 2015 to gain a better understanding of why they were utilizing these areas. These months and years were chosen to due to the high number of track locations during this time and variability in the position of the Loop Current and associated mesoscale features. To visualize SSH, we used gridded daily absolute dynamic topography (ADT) data from June 2009 to August 2015 provided by the Copernicus Marine and Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS) and were used to form daily SSH maps for the GOM. Anti-cyclonic eddies (ACE, warm core) and cyclonic eddies (CE, cold core) were identified based on SSH; ACE were defined by having higher SSH than surrounding waters, whereas CEs were defined by having lower SSH values than the surrounding water (Faghmous et al., 2012). Since we were dealing with daily SSH maps, we selected the mid-point of the month (e.g., 15th) to be the best presentation for that month. This allowed us to investigate whether open ocean whale shark movements were associated with the Loop Current and associated mesoscale features.

RESULTS

Sightings Data

The combination of the NMFS (n = 81), Wildbook for Whale Shark (n = 104), and NGWSSS (n = 637) datasets resulted in 822 whale shark sightings entries from 1989 to 2016, with the vast majority of the sightings (82%) occurring from 2007 to 2016. As various sources contributed to the database (e.g., aerial surveys, recreational and commercial fishers, recreational divers, and petroleum industry personnel), no effort data were recorded with the sightings and no density or abundance estimates could be generated. Overall, whale sharks were reported from continental shelf and slope waters throughout the northern GOM with most reported observations occurring from the DeSoto Canyon to waters off Corpus Christi, TX, with some of the highest concentrations occurring in areas in the north central (NC) GOM, in waters surrounding Ewing Bank, and offshore of Tampa Bay. Eighty-one percent of the sightings locations occurred in continental shelf and shelf edge waters with only 19% of the sightings occurring over continental slope and open ocean waters.

Most whale shark sightings (94%) occurred from May to November, with peak sightings in August (Figure 2). During spring, the largest core use area occurred in continental slope waters of the NC GOM, with smaller core use areas off the central Florida coast and shelf edge waters off central Texas (Figure 3A). During summer there was a relatively tight core use area found along the continental shelf edge near Ewing Bank, with smaller concentrations occurring off northwest Florida (Figure 3B). During fall, the majority of the core use areas occurred in continental shelf edge waters extending from the Mississippi River Delta eastward to the DeSoto Canyon (Figure 3C). Only 18 (2.2%) whale shark sightings were reported during winter with almost the entire core use areas during this season in continental edge/slope waters of the NC GOM (Figure 3D).

Satellite Tags

From 2008 to 2014, 50 satellite tags were deployed on 48 individual whale sharks, including two individuals that were double tagged with SPOT and PSAT tags (Supplementary Tables 1, 2). The majority of the tags (33 of 50) were deployed on individuals near Ewing Bank (Figure 1), while another 15 individuals were tagged in waters south of the Mississippi Canyon, and two individuals were tagged in waters surrounding the DeSoto Canyon (Figure 1). Thirty-five tags were deployed during summer (70%) and 15 tags were deployed during fall (30%). Estimated sizes of tagged sharks ranged from 4.5 to 12.0 m TL (mean 7.8 ± 0.3 m). Seven females (range 6.0 to 11.0 m TL, mean 8.8 ± 0.6 m TL) and 35 males (range 4.5 to 12.0 m TL, mean 7.7 ± 0.3 m TL) were tagged, while sex was unable to be confidently assigned for eight sharks (range 6.0 to 9.0 m TL, mean 7.0 ± 0.6 m TL).

Thirty-two PSAT tags were deployed: 14 MK10-PAT (range 9 to 150 days, mean: 83.2 ± 15.0 days, 5 failures) and 18 X-Tag (range 6 to 366 days, mean: 144.6 ± 31.4 days, 1 failure, Supplementary Table 1). Typically, light-based longitude and HYCOM likelihoods were used in HMM geolocation models, however, if the modeled track possessed large gaps then SST or OHC likelihoods were used in combination with light-based longitude to produce the MPT (Supplementary Table 1). Behavioral states were assigned for 3,124 whale shark MPT locations from 23 sharks using the HMM, with resident, migratory, and unknown behavior assigned for 15.3, 12.4, and 72.4% of the locations, respectively. We suspect that difficulties in confidently assigning behavioral states as resident or migratory were a result of large location uncertainty relative to whale shark movement capacity. In addition to the PSAT tags, 18 SPOT tags (range 3 to 250 days, mean: 58.8 ± 15.6 days 0 failures, Supplementary Table 2) were deployed on whale sharks. Overall, location data were received from 44 of the 50 tags with a mean tag duration of 97.0 ± 15.0 days (Supplementary Tables 1, 2).
The 44 tags were deployed for a total of 4,266 days and reported 3,334 days (78.2%) of geolocation data.

**Seasonal Residency Distribution**

All sharks remained in the GOM with the majority of the locations (~91%) occurring over continental slope and open ocean waters (Figure 4). Mean daily rates of individual whale shark movements ranged from 3.8 to 52.3 km/day, with an overall mean rate of 20.5 ± 1.6 km/d (Supplementary Tables 1, 2). Seasonal RDs indicate a summer core use area along the continental shelf edge, slope, and open ocean waters from the DeSoto Canyon region west to Ewing Bank, with 88.1% of the locations occurring in the northern GOM (Figure 5A). During fall, the 23 tagged sharks exhibited no clear pattern in habitat use areas with most sharks widely distributed throughout the GOM (Figure 5B). There was a general southern shift in whale shark distribution in late fall and winter (November–January), corresponding to the greatest observations of tagged whale sharks in the southern GOM (Figure 5E). In fact, about 29% of the MPT locations occurred in the southern GOM, with ~90% occurring during late fall. During winter, the largest proportion of MPT locations occurred in the southern GOM, and less than five locations occurred in continental shelf waters of the northern GOM (Figure 5C). The 14 tagged sharks during winter exhibited core use areas in the central and SW GOM over continental slope and open ocean waters (Figure 5C). During spring, MPT locations were only provided from seven tagged sharks and over 94% of the locations occurred over slope and open ocean waters of the GOM, with the core use area in the central GOM (Figure 5D). Roughly 20% of the MPT locations occurred in the southern GOM with most of those locations (~60%) occurring in early spring. In addition to the seasonal residency distribution, the latitudinal density plot of all shark locations revealed a similar movement pattern into the southern GOM from September to March, with an uncharacteristic peak in locations at 23°N in April. However, it should be noted that a single shark heavily influenced this peak (Figure 5E).

When investigating regional use of the GOM (e.g., shelf, slope, and open ocean waters) by sex and maturity state by month, females used continental slope and open ocean waters almost exclusively, whereas some mature males occurred over continental shelf and slope waters during summer and fall, while other mature males remained in slope and open ocean waters throughout the year (Figure 6). Conversely, immature
males spent the majority of their time in continental shelf and slope waters, only occurring in a few locations over open ocean waters (Figure 6).

**Short-Term Deployments (<30 Days)**
Short-term tracking data ranging from three to 29 days (mean = 15.2 ± 2.2 days) were reported from 14 of the 42-tagged sharks (33.3%), with nine of the 14 tags (64.3%) being towed SPOT tags (Supplementary Tables 1, 2). The corresponding distance traveled over this time ranged from 33 to 836 km (mean = 225 ± 63.3 km). All but two of the 14 sharks were tagged at Ewing Bank (85.7%) during summer, and the majority of the movements were within 140 km of the tagging locations (Supplementary Figure 1A).

**Long-Term Deployments (<30 Days)**
The duration of the 28 remaining satellite tagged sharks ranged from 30 to 366 days and their movements occurred throughout the GOM (Supplementary Figures 1–3). As such, we grouped their subsequent movements into two broad categories: short (remaining in northern GOM) and long (leaving northern GOM) distance movements. The short distance movements describe the individuals that exhibited residency to the northern GOM; whereas the long distance movements were further subdivided into movements to the southeast (SE) and southwest (SW) GOM.

**Residency to the Northern GOM**
Seven of the 42-tagged sharks (16.7%) remained in the northern GOM throughout their tracks, which ranged in duration from 41 to 81 days (mean 61.3 ± 5.6 days; Supplementary Tables 1, 2). All of these sharks were tagged at Ewing Bank (85.7%) during summer, and all ventured less than 600 km from their tagging location (Supplementary Figure 1B). Six sharks exhibited a net eastward movement with tracks terminating from 162 to 558 km east of Ewing Bank (Supplementary Figure 1B).

**Movements to the Southeastern GOM**
Six of the 42-tagged sharks (14.3%) moved into the SW GOM but never left the GOM during the duration of their tracks (Supplementary Figure 2), which ranged from 52 to 253 days (mean 130.7 ± 29.3 days; Supplementary Tables 1, 2) and covered distances that ranged from 637 to 6,029 km (mean 2,466.2 ± 857.5 km; Supplementary Tables 1, 2). The majority of the tags (66.7%) popped up over continental slope waters of the GOM, however, one track ended over continental shelf waters of the northeast GOM.
FIGURE 5 | Maps depicting residency distributions of whale sharks, *Rhincodon typus*, based on most probable track locations in the Gulf of Mexico by season; (A) summer, (B) fall, (C) winter, and (D) spring. The black solid line represents the 200m isobaths and the black dashed line represents the 2,500 isobath, separating the continental shelf, slope, and open ocean water of the Gulf of Mexico. The latitudinal density plot (E) shows the latitudinal distribution of PSAT tagged whale sharks in the northern Gulf of Mexico from 2008–2014. Each vertical line represents a month of the year and the numbers to the right of each line indicate the number of individuals tracked during that month.

and one track terminated over coastal waters of western Cuba in the Golfo de Guanahacabibes, (Supplementary Figure 2). Several sharks used the shelf edge/slope waters of the eastern GOM, in the DeSoto Canyon region, before moving south (Supplementary Figure 2).

Movements to the Southwestern GOM
Fifteen of the 42 tagged sharks (35.7%) moved into the SW GOM, but never left the GOM during the duration of their tracks (Supplementary Figure 3), which ranged from 38 to 367 days (mean 176.8 ± 30.1 days; Supplementary Tables 1, 2), and covered from 1,192 to 11,057 km (mean 4,502.1 ± 888.1 km; Supplementary Tables 1, 2). Similar to the sharks that moved to the SE GOM, most of the tracks (80.0%) terminated over continental slope and open ocean waters of the GOM (Supplementary Figure 3). Seven sharks spent the majority of their time in northern GOM waters but did spend some time in the northern portion of the SW GOM (Supplementary Figure 3A). The eight other tagged sharks spent limited time in the northern GOM and made directed movements into the SW GOM (Supplementary Figure 3B). Two different movement patterns were observed with four sharks moving east initially in late summer/early fall before moving to the SW GOM, whereas the other four sharks began their southwest movement from the tagging sites in late summer/early fall and followed a path along the continental shelf edge/slope into the SW GOM (Supplementary Figure 3B).

Seasonal Movements
During this study, we were able to tag 11 whale sharks on a single day, 10 July 2014 (Figure 7), where six tags remained deployed longer than 7 months, and three that were retained for the full one-year duration (Supplementary Table 1). This situation provided a unique subset of tagging data to examine individual variation in seasonal movements. During summer, nine sharks remained in the northern GOM, with seven of the sharks using similar areas throughout this time period (Figure 7A). During this time, two sharks moved southwest to continental slope/open ocean waters near the Mexico-Texas border and continental slope/open ocean waters of the SW GOM, respectively (Figure 7A). During this time, two sharks moved southwest to continental slope waters near the Mexico-Texas border and continental slope/open ocean waters of the SW GOM, respectively (Figure 7A). Three tags popped off during summer. During fall, all eight sharks remained initially in the eastern GOM, and three sharks moved to the west, following the shelf edge and over open ocean waters (Figure 7B). The remaining sharks moved south with one shark moving the farthest south before the track terminated near the western tip of Cuba (Figure 7B). During winter, five of the six tagged sharks associated with continental slope and open ocean waters of the NC GOM (Figures 7C,D). One shark remained...
in resident behavior during late fall and early winter (Figure 8). Probability of resident behavior peaked during late spring and of constant behavior (model whale shark behavior. The model that allowed behavior as resident or migratory behavior, respectively, were used to model whale shark behavior. The model that allowed behavior to change seasonally was well supported relative to the model of constant behavior (ΔAIC = 7.86). Model results suggest the probability of resident behavior peaked during late spring and early summer and that whale sharks were less likely to engage in resident behavior during late fall and early winter (Figure 8). There was a negative effect of water depth on probability of resident behavior (β = −0.04, 95% CI: −0.06 to −0.03, Table 1). Probability of resident behavior was greatest in continental shelf and shelf-edge waters and decreased as depth increased with the lowest probabilities occurring in the open ocean waters of the GOM (Figure 8).

Association With Oceanographic Features
During July 2014, data from 10 PSAT tags provided 220 MPT locations (Figure 9A), with most of these locations appearing to be associated with a recently formed Loop Current eddy and two smaller anti-cyclonic, warm core eddies to the east and west (Figure 9A). PSAT data from eight whale sharks tracked during September 2014 resulted in 227 MPT locations. The majority of these locations occurred on the eastern edge of the Loop Current and an anti-cyclonic, warm core eddy just off the continental shelf edge in the western GOM (Figure 9B). Similar to September 2014, many of the 203 MPT locations available for October 2014 were on the periphery of the Loop Current and anti-cyclonic warm core eddies in the western GOM (Figure 9C). Only five whale sharks provided 143 MPT locations during February 2015, however, most of those locations were in proximity to the northern and western edge of the Loop Current (Figure 9D). In total, many of the MPT locations in these four examples were associated with the Loop Current and associated anti-cyclonic, warm core eddies (Figure 9).

DISCUSSION
Seasonal Occurrence, Distribution and Movements
This study represents the largest whale shark movement study to date in the Atlantic Ocean, with data collected from 42-tagged sharks and two decades of sightings reports. It was apparent from the temporal periodicity of sightings and MPT locations that continental shelf edge/slope and open ocean waters in the northern GOM were important habitats for whale sharks year-round. However, the highest use of northern GOM waters coincided with the warmest time of year in this region (i.e., summer and early fall). This increased habitat use of northern GOM water during summer was supported by the behavioral state models as well, which revealed that resident/foraging behavior was more likely occurring during summer over shallower continental shelf waters (Figure 8). The increased probability of foraging behavior in continental shelf waters of the NC GOM during summer was most likely related to the increased localized productivity during this time. Certain features, such as the Mississippi River Plume, upwelling along continental shelf edges, and convergence zones, occur in this region during summer and are conducive environments for plankton, a main prey source for whale sharks (Le Fevre, 1986; Richards et al., 1993; Ryan et al., 1999; Wilson et al., 2001; Hoffmayer et al., 2005; McKinney et al., 2012). These findings are consistent with other studies that have documented whale sharks association with areas of high productivity and abundant prey (Colman, 1997; Brunnschweiler et al., 2009; de la Parra Venegas et al., 2011; Berumen et al., 2014; Robinson et al., 2017). The environmental and biological conditions in the NC GOM during summer appear to allow for the occurrence of a large number of whale sharks, including the presence of a seasonal whale shark large aggregation site at Ewing Bank. Outside of this time of increased habitat use of the NC GOM, whale sharks tended to redistribute themselves throughout the GOM. The overall trend in habitat use was characterized by southerly movements into offshore waters of the central and southern GOM during late fall and early winter, and northerly movements back to the northern GOM during late winter and spring (Figure 5). These offshore movements likely explain the reduced number of sightings data during the winter and spring months (~10% of sightings occur during this time). In addition, the behavioral state models revealed a higher

Behavioral Analyses
A total of 477 and 387 daily locations confidently classified as resident or migratory behavior, respectively, were used to model whale shark behavior. The model that allowed behavior to change seasonally was well supported relative to the model of constant behavior (ΔAIC = 7.86). Model results suggest the probability of resident behavior peaked during late spring and early summer and that whale sharks were less likely to engage in resident behavior during late fall and early winter (Figure 8).
probability of migratory behavior during fall, winter and early spring while individuals primarily inhabited deeper continental slope and open ocean waters of the GOM (Figure 8). These seasonal offshore movements away from known foraging areas is supported by the other whale shark tagging study in the region by Hueter et al. (2013), who reported whale shark movements from the southern GOM, with similar timings of movements away from the summer aggregation site during fall. Further supporting this is that as prey abundance at localized seasonal aggregation sites wanes, whale sharks leave these areas to undergo broad scale movements in search of other foraging opportunities (de la Parra Venegas et al., 2011; Hueter et al., 2013; Araujo et al., 2018). The ultimate purpose of the movements away from the northern GOM during fall and
winter is unknown, however, as observed in other regions these movements could represent searching for additional foraging opportunities and possibly movements to more productive overwintering grounds in the GOM.

Overwintering Habitat

Interestingly, 11 of the 20 (55%) sharks tagged during fall and 11 of the 14 (79%) tagged sharks during winter spent time in the southern GOM in the current study (Supplementary Figures 2, 3), with 12 of the 17 (71%) sharks spending time in the SW GOM. This corresponded to a lack of sightings in the northern GOM during those seasons. Similarly, several tagged whale sharks from the Hueter et al. (2013) study moved from the Yucatan Peninsula into the SW GOM during fall and winter. Taken together, these data suggest the southern GOM, and more specifically SW GOM, may be suitable overwintering habitat and possibly indicate an unknown seasonal aggregation site during this time. Other large pelagic fishes, such as blue marlin, *Makaira nigricans*, Atlantic Bluefin tuna, *Thunnus thynnus*, and dusky sharks, *Carcharhinus obscurus*, have been shown to use the SW GOM as overwintering grounds (Kraus et al., 2011; Hoffmayer et al., 2014; Rooker et al., 2019) in the same vicinity where some whale sharks tagged in this study overwintered. Since little effort has been invested in studying whale sharks in the southern

![Figure 8](image-url)
TABLE 1 | Fixed-effects parameter estimates ($\beta$) and 95% confidence intervals from mixed-effects logistic regression models of the effects of seasonality and water depth on the probability of PSAT tagged whale sharks, *Rhincodon typus* ($n = 22$), exhibiting resident behavior in the Gulf of Mexico.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seasonal Model</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>−0.32–1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sin(2\pi \times \text{month})/12$</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>−0.04–0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\cos(2\pi \times \text{month})/12$</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.53</td>
<td>−0.87–−0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depth</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.35–1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth/100</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>−0.06–−0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOM, outside the Yucatan Peninsula aggregation site, future work should focus on identifying other areas in the region, such as the SW GOM, as potentially important seasonal habitat for the GOM population.

The seasonal decline in sightings during winter and early spring could have also been related to changes in whale shark behavior, with the sharks moving to deeper waters farther offshore, but not necessarily leaving the northern GOM. Cagua et al. (2015) and Norman et al. (2017b) both used acoustic telemetry to monitor fine-scale habitat use patterns and revealed whale sharks were year-round residents off Mafia Island, Tanzania and Ningaloo Reef, Australia, yet there were no sightings outside the peak tourist season at both locations. Those authors determined sharks were using deeper, offshore waters during the time of no sightings, most likely in response to changes in prey distributions. Another possible explanation for the limited number of sightings reported during winter and spring could be the result of seasonally adverse weather conditions in the GOM, which typically result in a reduced number of boaters on the water during this time. However, we relied heavily on the offshore oil and gas industry for sightings throughout the year whose presence is not affected by weather conditions during this time. Over the course of this study, the oil and gas industry provided 127 whale shark sightings, with the lowest number of sightings occurring during winter ($n = 4$, 3%) and spring ($n = 25$, 20%), despite no reduction in the number of personnel on the water (Hoffmayer, unpub. data).

Not all whale sharks overwintered in the southern GOM as three of the 14 tagged sharks moved to offshore waters but never left the northern GOM, suggesting that a portion of the population overwinters in the northern GOM. Since long-term tag retention can be challenging (i.e., minimal long-term tag

FIGURE 9 | Maps depicting sea surface height (m) showing the Loop Current and warm core and cold core eddies in the Gulf of Mexico with whale shark, *Rhincodon typus*, most probable track locations overlaid during (A) July 2014, (B) September 2014, (C) October 2014, and (D) February 2015. Most of the locations from multiple individuals are associated with the Loop Current or other warm core eddies. Contour lines (black lines) are depicted at 0.2 m height increments. The Loop Current (LC), anti-cyclonic eddies (ACE), and cyclonic eddies (CE) are indicated on the map.
Carcharhinus leucas, scalloped hammerhead, and other large pelagic fishes including blue marlin, and dusky, bull, whale sharks in waters surrounding the Yucatan Peninsula and remained in the GOM. Similarly, Hueter et al. (2013) tagged 35 movements between the GOM and United States east coast; NW GOM appear to have movements restricted to the GOM. The long-term tracked whale sharks exhibited interannual residency, returning to the vicinity of the Ewing Bank aggregation site one year later after demonstrating a total track displacement distance of 9,305–11,057 km. In addition to the satellite tracking data, photo identification data has revealed five individuals that have shown interannual residency to Ewing Bank, ranging anywhere between one and 4 years later (Hoffmayer, unpublished data). This movement back to the summer aggregation site demonstrates a high level of site fidelity to Ewing Bank and the importance of this area to the biology and ecology of this species in the GOM. Reynolds et al. (2017) studying the movements of whale sharks off Ningaloo Reef, Australia were the first to document homing movements with some sharks moving long distances away from Ningaloo Reef, then returning interannually. Cochran et al. (2019) also reported homing migratory movement of whale sharks to and from known aggregation sites in the Red Sea, using a variety of methods, including visual surveys, passive acoustics and satellite telemetry. Additionally, McKinney et al. (2017), using photo-ID reported 90% of the re-sighted whale sharks were individuals observed at least one year later at the same aggregation site in the western Central Atlantic Ocean where they were originally identified. Thus, it has been documented that although whale sharks may move away from seasonal aggregation sites, they have a high affinity to return to those areas.

Even though several of the tagged sharks were tracked longer than 6 months, there was no evidence of departure from the GOM; however, multiple seasonal cross-basin movements were observed. Considering the large number of tagged individuals and the fact that some whale sharks have been shown to make large-scale seasonal movements (Hueter et al., 2013; Hearn et al., 2016; Araujo et al., 2018; Diamant et al., 2018), it was surprising that no individuals made movements outside the GOM. One possible explanation for this residency to the GOM could be related to tagging location. Coastal pelagic and highly migratory fishes tagged near the Yucatan Channel or Straits of Florida (the two immigration/emigration points for the GOM) show highly variable movements, whereas species tagged in the NC and NW GOM appear to have movements restricted to the GOM. For example, Luo et al. (2020) studying movements of tarpon, Megalops atlanticus, in the GOM, reported that individuals tagged in the SE GOM near the Straits of Florida showed variable movements between the GOM and United States east coast; whereas other individuals tagged in the western GOM primarily remained in the GOM. Similarly, Hueter et al. (2013) tagged 35 whale sharks in waters surrounding the Yucatan Peninsula and reported a variety of movements into the GOM, Caribbean Sea, Straits of Florida, and South Atlantic Ocean. Tagging studies of other large pelagic fishes including blue marlin, and dusky, bull, Carcharhinus leucas, scalloped hammerhead, Sphyra lewini, and tiger, Galeocerdo cuvier, sharks exhibited similar patterns of residency in the GOM (Carlson et al., 2010; Kraus et al., 2011; Hoffmayer et al., 2014; Wells et al., 2018; Ajemian et al., 2020). Therefore, the tagging location may influence whether an individual whale shark migrates out of the GOM and into other adjacent regions.

The high level of residency in the GOM observed in this study corresponded to the lack of connectivity observed between the Ewing Bank and the Yucatan Peninsula aggregation sites. Evidence of whale shark population connectivity between the known large aggregation sites (e.g., northern GOM and Honduras, Seychelles and Tanzania, etc.) is limited. Regional comparisons of spot patterns on whale sharks within the western Indian Ocean indicated no movements among Seychelles, Djibouti, Mozambique and Tanzania, suggesting that major “known” aggregation sites in the region do not have individuals transiting among them (Brooks et al., 2010). Based on over 16 years of whale shark photo identification data, McKinney et al. (2017) revealed connectivity among individuals from aggregations in Honduras, Belize, and Mexico, however, this was likely the direct result of the close proximity of the aggregation locations. Connectivity between the United States and other regions had a lag time between sightings of greater than one year. The lack of connectivity in the present study could be because whale shark migratory patterns occur over a multi-year scale. Sequeira et al. (2013) reviewed available whale shark movement studies and presented a conceptual movement model suggesting a possible 2 to 4 year migration cycle. Wilson et al. (2006) also suggested that whale shark movements were most likely multi-year as data were not consistent with the hypothesis of sharks returning to Ningaloo Reef after a single year. The current maximum duration of one year for PSAT tags used in the current study may not be adequate to record certain aspects of whale shark migratory behavior.

**Size Distribution**

In this study, both juvenile and adult whale sharks were found to use open ocean habitat, however, adult males and females used deeper, offshore waters compared to the immature males. Whale sharks have been reported to show an ontogenetic shift in habitat use, with juveniles primarily utilizing nearshore, shallow, continental shelf waters, while adults tend to use deeper, offshore, open ocean waters (Rowat and Brooks, 2012; Sequeira et al., 2013; Ramirez-Macias et al., 2017). In a tagging study conducted in the southern GOM, Hueter et al. (2013) reported similar habitat use patterns with juvenile sharks using shallower waters than larger females that utilized more offshore waters. Ketchum et al. (2013) and Ramirez-Macias et al. (2017) reported whale shark size segregation in the Gulf of California, where smaller juveniles tended to aggregate in coastal waters and adults, occurred almost exclusively in oceanic waters and suggested that juveniles were foraging on abundant prey resource found in coastal waters. There are several possible explanations for ontogenetic shifts in habitat use, including thermoregulatory behavior, reproductive requirements in females, and changes in diet (Hueter et al., 2013). Hearn et al. (2016) observed a similar pattern in habitat use and suggested an ontogenetic dietary shift in adult whale sharks results in a closer association with offshore frontal zones. Since...
most whale shark aggregations occur in coastal waters (Rowat and Brooks, 2012) this use of more offshore waters by adults would explain why immature sharks dominate the aggregations. This use of shallower continental shelf habitat for juvenile whale sharks is not exclusive as several studies, including the current study, have reported juveniles to use offshore waters as well (Hsu et al., 2007; Araujo et al., 2018; Diamant et al., 2018). Additional tracking and dietary studies on juvenile and adult whale sharks will be instrumental in better describing stage-specific movement patterns.

**Association With Oceanographic Features**

Using sightings reports, satellite telemetry and spatial analyses, our study revealed that whale sharks not only occupy continental shelf and slope waters, but also used open ocean waters of the GOM. In fact, the majority (~90%) of the MPT locations occurred over continental slope and open ocean waters. This increased use of open ocean waters was presumably related to broad scale movements to other regions of the GOM and exploitation of ephemeral hotspots of productivity, such as convergence zones, the edge of the Loop Current, and associated ACE, for foraging opportunities. During 2014–2015, an average of 80% of the MPT locations in open ocean GOM waters occurred in proximity to these features (Figure 9). Although the location of the Loop Current can vary on short time scales (e.g., days to weeks), it represents a relatively consistent area of productivity in the GOM, whereas mesoscale ACEs typically split from the Loop Current at irregular intervals and slowly move toward the western GOM (Chen et al., 2015; Duflois et al., 2016).

Even though ACEs are often associated with low productivity (i.e., low chlorophyll-a concentrations), studies have shown the eddies can have large concentrations of diatoms and other phytoplankton, resulting in enhanced epipelagic productivity as well as increased mesopelagic community biomass (McGillicuddy et al., 2007; Gaube et al., 2014; Fennell and Rose, 2015; Pascual et al., 2015). While our understanding of the influence of ACEs on whale sharks is limited, these features appear to provide enhanced foraging opportunities in the otherwise oligotrophic open ocean environment for at least two species: the blue shark, *Prionace glauca*, and the white shark, *Carcharodon carcharias* (Gaube et al., 2018; Braun et al., 2019). Additionally, reef manta rays, *Manta alfredi*, have been shown to exploit mesoscale eddies in offshore waters of the Great Barrier Reef for foraging purposes and further corroborate the importance of these spatially explicit features to highly migratory species (Jaine et al., 2014). Another large filter feeding elasmobranch, the basking shark, *Cetorhinus maximus*, is known to forage along thermal fronts and actively select the most profitable plankton patches (Sims and Quayle, 1998) and make large horizontal movements to discrete productivity hotspots along shelf edge habitats (Sims et al., 2003; Doherty et al., 2017a,b; Braun et al., 2018b). There are also several examples of whale sharks using mesoscale features for foraging while in the offshore environment, including boundary currents in the northern Pacific Ocean (Hsu et al., 2007), frontal zones in the Gulf of California (Ramirez-Macias et al., 2017), and continental shelf edge upwellings in the northern GOM (McKinney et al., 2012; Hueter et al., 2013). These mesoscale features, like convergence zones and ACEs, could prove to be critical habitat for whale sharks in offshore waters of the GOM. Further study of this association with open ocean mesoscale features is warranted, specifically using habitat modeling to explore the relationship between environmental variables and more accurate tracking locations using satellite-linked tags (i.e., fin-mounted SPOT tags).

**CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

Prior to this study, whale sharks were known to form large aggregations at continental shelf edge banks during summer in the northern GOM (Hoffmayer et al., 2005, 2007; McKinney et al., 2012), however, knowledge of their movements and habitat use patterns outside this region was limited. The sightings, satellite tracking and behavioral state model data presented in the current study further supports the fact that the continental shelf/slope waters of the NC GOM are an important foraging habitat for whale sharks during summer. During other seasons, the overall trend in habitat use was characterized by southerly movements into offshore waters of the central and southern GOM during late fall and early winter, and northerly movements back to the northern GOM during late winter and spring. It was also evident from the satellite tracking data that a large portion of the sharks tagged during fall and winter (75–80%) were over wintering in the southern GOM, with most individuals utilizing western waters. Similarly, Hueter et al. (2013) reported that whale sharks move from the Yucatan Peninsula aggregation site to the SW GOM during this same time, which further suggests this region could be an important overwintering habitat and possibly represents another seasonal aggregation site in the region. Sightings data revealed that whale sharks occurred primarily in continental shelf and shelf-edge waters (81%) whereas tag data revealed the sharks primarily inhabit continental slope and open ocean waters (91%) of the GOM. Much of their time spent in open ocean waters was linked to the edge of the Loop Current and associated mesoscale features for foraging opportunities. Although several long-term satellite tracks were presented in the study, there was no evidence of any individual leaving the GOM or visiting the Yucatan Peninsula aggregation site. However, the three long-term tracked whale sharks exhibited interannual site fidelity, returning to the vicinity of the Ewing Bank aggregation site one year after tagging.

The increased habitat use of north central GOM waters by whale sharks as summer foraging grounds and potential interannual site fidelity to Ewing Bank demonstrate the importance of this region for this species. This combined with their tendency to spend a significant amount of time in surface waters makes whale sharks susceptible to ship strikes and gear entanglement from commercial shipping traffic and energy and mineral development in the region. In addition, the impacts from the Deepwater Horizon oil spill to the GOM whale shark population remain largely unknown. Therefore, establishing protections for whale sharks in the GOM and greater Atlantic region...
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